
the question of concordance, or how and why these themes fit together in the thought
of Cusanus, which could comprise a volume yet to be written.

Joshua Hollmann, Concordia College New York
doi:10.1017/rqx.2021.9

Migrating Art Historians on the Sacred Ways: Reconsidering Medieval French Art
through the Pilgrim’s Body. Ivan Foletti, Katarína Kravčíková, Adrien Palladino,
and Sabina Rosenbergová, eds.
Conviva 2. Rome: Viella, 2018. 464 pp. €70.

Migrating Art Historians brings an embodied perspective to the study of medieval
pilgrimage. Embodied readings of medieval art are on the rise since the sensual turn
in art history, privileging the body as the essential instrument of investigation.
Pilgrimage, intensely physical yet surrounded by rich visual culture, is particularly
well suited to this type of inquiry. I am not an art historian, but a leader of courses
on pilgrimage, and I consider the project and accompanying documentary film.
Migrating Art Historians amply demonstrates the pedagogical, as well as scholarly,
potential of becoming a pilgrim with one’s students.

This volume resulted from a semester-long project directed by Ivan Foletti (Masaryk
University) in spring 2017. Twelve professors, postdocs, and graduate and undergrad-
uate students walked a total of over 1,500 kilometers along three major medieval French
pilgrimage routes (the Lemovicensis, Turonensis, and Podiensis), spending longer rest
periods at the abbeys of Conques, Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire, and Mont-Saint-Michel.
Their investigations there were streamed through Masaryk University’s e-learning plat-
form. Supported in part by Hans Belting’s 2015 Balzan Prize–winning project “Iconic
Presence: The Life of Images in Religion and Art,” Foletti’s project built on treks under-
taken by MUNI’s Centre for Early Medieval Studies since 2012.

The imperative for the twelve “migrating art historians” was to experience medieval
art while physically exhausted, walking about 30 kilometers daily, sleeping in the open,
eating simple food they carried themselves, relying on the hospitality of strangers—in
short, becoming pilgrims. In changing the rhythm of their lives, they attempted a rad-
ically new, potentially democratizing, way of conducting scholarship. Thus, while the
essays utilize traditional categories of visual analysis, they are intensely sensitive to tem-
perature, texture, lighting, and to the choices medieval pilgrims must have made about
which objects and locations to interact with and which to pass by on their weary way.
Belting’s work on iconic presence palpably underlies this project, as the authors sought
to inhabit a medieval understanding of art as visual, but also tangible and sensible.

The book is organized into five chapters, with a general introduction by Ivan Foletti
and an epilogue by Karolina Foletti. Each chapter is furnished with an introductory
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essay, followed by case studies. The chapters follow the medieval pilgrim’s journey:
“The Sacred Landscape of Medieval Pilgrims” considers physical approaches to the
monument (essays by Martin Lešák, Sabina Rosenbergová, and Katarína Kravčíková);
“Liminal Zones and Pilgrimage Churches” analyzes doors, tympana, and entryways
(essays by Foletti, Kravčíková, Stefano D’Ovidio, Cécile Voyer, Anna Kelblová, and
Adrien Palladino); “Entering Sacred Space” deals with church interiors (essays by
Pavla Tichá, Kelblová, and Voyer); “Materializing the Sacred” examines relics and rel-
iquaries (essays by Cynthia Hahn, Palladino, Foletti, Tereza Kučerová, and
Rosenbergová); and “Traveling, Seeing, Dreaming” builds on another research project
directed by Michele Bacci (Fribourg University), and considers Venetian sea routes to
the Holy Land (essays by Bacci, Angela Schiffhauer, Vesna Šćepanović, Gianvito
Campobasso, Argyri Dermitzaki, and Sofia Zoitou). The essays vary in substance and
depth, written by scholars at different stages in their careers. Essays by undergraduates
and professors appear side by side without comment, a testament to the democratization
of art history that the project envisions and espouses.

The beautifully produced documentary, Quatre mois de rencontres: Du paysage à
l’objet et à l’homme (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼BBA7fEstB0s), an essential
companion to the book, chronicles the group’s experience—it is also a standalone
gem for any course on medieval art or pilgrimage. The film contextualizes visual analysis
and medieval pilgrimage generally, but also provides insight into pilgrim life, the
rhythm of which was so integral to this project. Like the book’s many photographs,
the documentary provides a sense of human scale. If the essays are evidence of scholarly
labor, the film is a self-conscious reminder that the intellectual, physical, and spiritual
labor of such a project cannot be separated.

Migrating Art Historians would have been ambitious under any circumstances, but in
the current global environment it takes on added poignancy. As we grapple with the
importance of physical presence, facing a reckoning in how we research, teach, and
communicate our findings, this project offers a great deal of scholarly and pedagogical
value, and also a great deal of heart.

Christina Bruno, Fordham University
doi:10.1017/rqx.2021.10

Paradigms of Renaissance Grotesques. Damiano Acciarino, ed.
Essays and Studies 43. Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies,
2019. 598 pp. $49.95.

The uninitiated will find Paradigms of Renaissance Grotesques required reading, while
those already familiar with the topic will discover innovative approaches and topics cov-
ered by fifteen essays, including a compelling introduction by editor Damiano
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